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AIR LINE SETUP GUIDE
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EVERCLEAN AIR LINE SET UP GUIDE
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LOCATE AIR OUTLET & REMOVE NUT
Locate your wall outlet for air. The outlet could be under your sink of above the counter.
Remove the nut from the wall; this may require an adjustable wrench. The nut should
contain a gold metal ring.
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PREPARE THE FITTING
Using Brass Poly Fitting (Order No. 5028726U0), slide the nut onto the cylinder end of the
brass fitting first, then slide on the gold ring.
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INSERT THE FITTING
Insert the Brass Poly Fitting back into the air outlet cylindrical side down, with the black poly
fitting facing up. Use an adjustable wrench to tighten the silver nut back onto the wall outlet.

PREPARE EVERCLEAN AIR LINE
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Unscrew the top brass nut from the Brass Poly Fitting and slide it down the EverClean
Maintenance Unit's air line. Flange side should face down towards the end of the air line.

INSERT AIR LINE
Insert the air line onto the brass stem of the Brass Poly Fitting as far as it will go, then tighten
the top brass nut to the fitting. Hand tighten as much as possible, then hold the bottom
brass nut in place with one adjustable wrench and tighten down the top brass nut with a
second adjustable wrench. This will keep the fitting from spinning in place and prevents
over tightening. Tighten down the top brass nut until there are only 1 or 2 visible threads
between the fitting and the base. When you're done, the fitting should look like the circled
image to the right.

TURN ON AIR LINE & TEST UNIT
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Slowly turn the air line valve on (lefty loosey) and check for any air leaks. If found, check for
proper connection and proper tightness. Next, turn on the EverClean Maintenance Unit and
hold down the Start Button to enter the Set Up function. Cycle through settings and make sure
Compressed Air is set to on. Cycle to Air Pressure Settings and check that the air pressure is
set at or close to 4.5 bars. Complete 2-3 Test Cycles to ensure the unit is working properly.
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